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An Ultra X race is the ultimate test of organisation. A participant who has planned  
and trained well will be a successful one. It is just as important to calculate your  

water, electrolyte and food requirements as it is your pacing during the race.

WELCOME 
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Unlike other multi-day races, participants do not have to carry all their week’s supply  
of gear and food with them, as Ultra X will transport each participants bag between  

campsites. Participants will only need to carry their daily provisions of mandatory safety  
equipment, nutrition and water, which will be supplied at every 10km checkpoint.

Weight management is crucial and you are advised to do away with anything which  
is not essential to your health and comfort.

Ultra X welcomes runners and walkers but it is likely that you will be doing a combination  
of the two in order to get to the finish line, which is the most important thing.



Ultra X Mexico, situated in the Copper Canyons is  
a multi-day ultra-marathon, run over 5 days in the 
Chihuahua State of Mexico in November each year. 

Competitors will arrive into Chihuahua on Saturday November 

3rd, where they will be met at Chihuahua International Airport and 

transported by the race organizers to a hotel in Creel for the night.

After introductions, briefings and kit checks on Sunday morning 

everyone has a free afternoon to explore the “Magic Town” of Creel, 

before transportation to the first campsite on the start line of the race.

Each day from Monday to Friday will involve one stage, commence 

between 0600 and 0900am, and range between 30 and 80 kilometers. 

There will be checkpoints each 10km where competitors can access 

water, shelter, and if necessary medical support.

Each night competitors will camp in a different location at the  

finish line, where they can enjoy physiotherapy, foot treatment,  

hot water and wild camps specifically chosen to showcase the  

very best of the local area.

Thursday will comprise of the ultimate challenge- the “Long  

Stage” a 70km day starting in the dark guided by the moon, and,  

for some, finishing in it.

Friday will finish with the shortest stage of the week. The race finishes 

in the small town of Batopilas where local support is a guarantee, 

meaning that the last few steps will be loud and unforgettable.

It is here that competitors will spend Friday night, and have a chance 

to enjoy the first real food they may have had in a week. Ultra X  

will put on a prize-giving ceremony, celebratory dinner and a chance  

to unwind whilst enjoying local entertainment.

STRUCTURE
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The routes may change slightly each year depending  
on the weather and other varying factors. 

The organizers create each leg to take in the most beautiful  

and challenging aspects of the distinct canyons in the Sierra  

Madre Occidental.

Ultra X Mexico is open to individuals and teams, elite runners  

and those who are keen to embark on the adventure of a lifetime. 

The challenge is open to people from all around the world.

The living accommodation consists of a bivouac  
or tent shared by between 2–20 competitors. 

Once you have been allocated your group, these people will 

become your close friends and support. There is no doubt that one 

of the best things about the race are the lifelong friends you make.

Competitors will have to carry essential safety equipment (such 

as water bottles, gels, basic medical kits, a whistle etc.) in their 

rucksacks but unlike other races they will not have to carry their 

food and other gear as this is transported between each campsite.

SLEEPINGROUTES



EQUIPMENT
Upon registration a kit list is issued 

to each competitor. This will contain 

mandatory and recommended 

equipment.

ANIMALS
Animals aren’t much of a safety 

risk in the Copper Canyon but some 

are more dangerous than others. 

Rattlesnakes, Mexican beaded lizards 

(venomous lizard) and scorpions  

live in the area but will almost 

always avoid humans when possible.

CLOTHING
What you run in is up to you. You 

should try different options and work 
out what you feel comfortable with.

Many of our competitors choose to 

wear the same outfit every day, as 
their ‘go-to’ kit but others like to 

alternate.

As you have a bag carried between 

campsites you have the luxury of 

being able to bring a change of clothes 

for during the week, and something  

to keep you warm in the evenings 

when the temperature will drop.

SUITABLE FOOTWEAR
Well in advance of the race, you will  

need to decide on the right footwear.

The heat and friction will not only put  

your shoes under extreme stress, but 

it will also cause your feet to swell. Of 

course as you would before any run,  

you must ensure they are worn in. The 

same can be said for the rest of your gear 

and rucksack - it must be comfortable.

The choice between trail or road shoes is 

up to the competitor. The course is split 

between technical and hard trail, but road 

shoes should be sufficient.

ENVIRONMENT
November temperatures in this region 

are generally mild and rainfall is 

unusual. Day time temperatures average 

around 22C, that being said it can 

range from 13-29, with temperatures 

dropping significantly at night. As 
such it is important that competitors 

have equipment that prepares them for 

different circumstances.
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One of the key areas of any Ultra X race is preparing  

and calculating your nutrition.

You want to be carrying just enough for you to be fully 

fueled but also so that you are not carrying extra weight.  

We highly recommend dehydrated or freeze dried food which 

can be easily rehydrated with hot water, which we supply.  

It is high in energy and protein and is also very light. There 

are no food stores on the way to top up, so careful thought 

must be given prior to travelling to the start.

Your food should be concentrated and easily made up. It is 

certainly useful to contact runners who have done something 

similar as they will have accurate expertise in this area. One 

tip is that you take some snacks for you to substitute in for 

the expedition type food as it inevitably becomes boring.

You will need to be self-sufficient from Sunday 3rd 

November to lunch time on the 8th November.

Between those dates you must provide all your own food.

It is important you sample this before you begin the race and 

bear in mind that your taste preferences may change in the 

environment, as such ensure to have a few different options.

To avoid either carrying to much or being hungry,  

you should calculate the calories of your supplies.

You are required by race rules to carry a minimum  

of 2000 calories per day, for each day of the race.

NUTRITION 
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The course route will be marked out very well at roughly 
40m intervals depending on terrain. 

Areas where competitors are likely to be running in darkness, will be 

illuminated and are likely to have course marshals more frequently.

If you are in a situation where you are really stuck then you 

can always wait for other competitors and work it out together. 

However, the best way to avoid any mishaps is to listen to the 

course directions given out each morning.

There are checkpoints every 10km. You will also be given  

a tracker upon registration so race organisers will be able to  

keep tabs on where you are.

This is the process where a race organiser will make 
sure you have the essential kit and are carrying the 
correct number of calories. 

This process will take part the day before the race (Sunday 

3rd) and you will be penalized if you are caught throwing away 

equipment or food after that phase. To make this process more 

efficient, each food must contain a sticker or mark on it, stating 

the number of calories it contains. With foods which have been 

‘made-up’, a sticker estimating its value must be added.

SCRUTINEERINGCOURSE MARKINGS



Ultra running can destroy your feet, however, it 
doesn’t have to be like this. 

To ensure you are not spending all your evenings in the medical 

tent you must not only take care of your feet during the race  

but pay extra attention to toughening them up during your 

training. You can use surgical spirit as well as any other  

useful methods you find.

Socks must be worn and you should try and select those that  

are comfortable and work for you well before the start of the 

race. During the race, blister treatment after each stage will  

affect how you do in the race. Neglect this area of maintenance 

and you will likely have to give up.

It will be beneficial to learn how to strap your feet and treat your 

toes. This is an area where speaking to others will help greatly.

If you look after your feet, they will look after you!

Bear in mind that our medical team are there to help you. If 

you have questions, niggles or injuries, consult them. It is 

vitally important than when you get a niggle, you address it. 

There is being tough and pushing through the pain and then 

there is stupidity. If you own up to your medical issues and do 

something about them before they get worse, then your chances 

of completing the race are far better. The vast majority of race 

dropouts are due to feet and hydration neglect. You should aim  

to stay on top of these controllables, and be prepared for what 

else may come your way.

BODY MAINTENANCE
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SAFETY
Many countries’ travel advisories list the states of Chihuahua  

and Sinaloa as requiring caution.

Drug-related violence is the primary reason the northern states  

of Chihuahua and Sinaloa are listed as high caution areas.  

Violent outbursts have occurred over the years but are  

generally confined to those involved in the drug trade.

Being in the wrong place at the wrong time is likely the only 

reason a tourist would be injured in the cartel-related violence.

Before travelling it’s always a good idea to visit a travel  

doctor to discuss vaccines and medication. Hepatitis A and B  

are often recommended.

Insect transmitted diseases such as Zika, Dengue and Chikungunya 

are present in Mexico but aren’t considered much of a risk in 

the Copper Canyon region. Wearing insect repellent in warmer 

climates is the best way to avoid bites and potential infections.

Malaria is present in Chihuahua and Sinaloa, however in the  

winter most places are too cold for mosquitos so it is not 

considered necessary for competitors to use antimalarials.

INSURANCE
Personal Insurance for this event is a 

requirement. If you do not have it you will  

not be allowed to race.

Company insurance is included in the entry fee, 

but the overall cost of the event is significant  

and if you have to cancel before, or get injured 

during out here, we require you to be covered.

The required E.C.G and Medical Certificate (to 

be submitted to the organisers at least 1 month 

before the start of the race) can also identify 

potential problems which can prevent you from 

taking part. We will require all entrants to have  

a form signed off by a registered doctor stating 

that there are no indications of a health condition 

that would cause the person to not be able to 

participate in an ultramarathon.

For insurance, 2 companies we recommend 

include:

- Dogtag 

- The British Mountaineering Council

ALTITUDE
Altitude sickness is generally only a risk above 2500 m (8000 ft).

The highest town along the Chepe route in the Copper Canyon 

is around 2350 m (7700 ft) so the risk is very low, despite their 

being some ascent during the race.

At higher altitudes, the sun’s rays are stronger so sunburn is  

a greater risk. It is important that competitors bring sunscreen  

and are aware of the increased risk.
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YOU CAN DO SO MUCH MORE 
THAN YOU THINK YOU CAN


